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ABSTRACT

Over the last decade, many studies have been conducted concerning the protection of software. Software piracy, tampering and stealing became the major concern of various parties such as software developers, suppliers, traders and consumers. This paper summarizes some of the related methods in software security such as steganography, obfuscation and cryptography. Also some of the most applicable techniques in securing software from manipulation such as software watermarking, fingerprinting and software birthmarking are reviewed in this paper.
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INTRODUCTION

In the digital era, everything is now relies on software. Whether in banking, trades, medical, production, entertainment and education, software plays an important part. Weaknesses in software related to security bring a lot more chaos than we could ever expect. Software vulnerable leads to software piracies, code stealing and software tampering. This does not only affecting the software industries, but brings much more troubles such as in economic and legal situation, where people nowadays tend to tamper or manipulate software in the favors of their purposes in every sectors.

Illegal manipulation of software is one of the biggest issues in software security. There have been many extensive studies related to the software security such as steganography, obfuscation, watermarking, birthmarking and more. Some of them have existed in literatures from the studies done years ago, but are still being practiced until today.

Discussing the matter of security, there is no exact definition to measure the security and robustness. Both of the terms are relatively measures. However, a system can be considered to be robust and secure if the cost of breaking into the system is higher than the cost of the system and the time required to break the system exceeds the lifetime of the data [1].

Moreover, the difficulty to determine or prove that an illegal copy (software tampering) is being distributed and prosecute the violators during court case trial is one of the main problems need to be solved.

There are a number of real life cases where tampering could be a serious threat to community, for instance; a case as of petrol station in Silibin, Ipoh has been reported in year 2013 by the Malaysian enforcement authority where the owner had manipulated their fuel pumps to gain more profit. Similar cases also have been reported in India in year 2008 [2].

There are several studies and techniques that applicable for curing such problems. This paper summarizes and focuses on the techniques that applicable from the previous studies that has been conducted and it is organized as follows. The first section of the paper is the introduction part which discussed the software manipulation issues, second is the methodology section, which explain the methods used in organization of this review, and third is the related method in supporting software securing. Software watermarking, fingerprinting and software birthmark come next in section four.

METHODOLOGY

This section discusses the methodology used in preparing this paper from starting from data collection, search terms and searchable database.

Data collection

A literature search has been conducted in 2015, for the purpose of compiling and reviewing studies that have been conducted related with the title of this paper. The search also cover patents that has been filed related with the title of interests. The time period covered by this paper was from year 1994 to 2015.

Search term

Search terms used were based on the software security synonymous keywords such as “tamper detection”, “software watermark”, “software fingerprint”, “software birthmark”, “software steganography”, “obfuscation”, “tamper prevention”, “portable executable watermark”, “PE watermark”, “PE specification”, “watermark patent”, “java watermark”, “java birthmark”, “binary executable protection”, “binary watermarking”, “text fingerprint”, “document fingerprint”, “digital fingerprint”, “software copy detection”, “software theft”, “code theft”, “code tampering detection”, “cryptography”, “steganography”. Search outcome were then filtered by relevancy of the title of this paper.
Searchable database
The database searched for the study were online specific for literature databases such as Mendeley Literature Search, Google Scholars, IEEE Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library, Scopus, Springer and Science Direct. Google Patent was specifically used in the search for patent that are related with this paper.

RELATED METHODS
The following are fundamental methods that support the techniques in securing software. Most of the methods in this section are common in information security such as steganography, cryptography and obfuscation. Selection of papers is made so that only the methods related with securing software are presented.

Steganography
Steganography is defined as the method of hiding information by using innocuous carriers by means of covering the existence of the secret information. The word steganography itself was derived from ancient Greek, which means to cover or hide. It is not intended to replace cryptography but rather to complement it. By concealing information with encryption, it will reduce the chances of the information being revealed [3].

There are three main elements in a steganography system (a) Cover message; (b) Embedded message and (c) Steganographic key. Figure-1 depicts a typical steganography system [4].

![Figure-1. Typical steganography system.](image)

Cover message (C) is the carrier message where the purpose is to bring the embedded message along with it. The cover message is to be combined with embedded message (M) using a specific steganographic algorithm. The cover message itself may not have any connotation with the embedded message.

Embedded message is the actual message to be sent which is to be embedded within the cover message. It is also meant to be hidden and unseen by normal reader unless reversed by a specific steganographic algorithm. The combination of the cover message and embedded message is called steganographic message. The cover message may not be of the same data types with the embedded message, but the cover message and the steganographic message must have same data type.

Steganographic key is the additional information or data, which to be used in the process of embedding and extracting. Steganographic key is an optional element of which the sender may use or not. Adding steganographic key in the element makes the embedded message even more difficult to reveal.

There are five main criteria to be considered when designing a steganography system. (a) Capacity, the number of bits hidden and to be recovered successfully by the steganography system; (b) Robustness, the ability of the information to remain intact after the cover message has undergone process of changes and transformations; (c) Undetectable, the format and the physical structure of the cover message remain the same after the process of insertion; (d) Invisibility Perceptual Transparency, does not make any detectable changes by human to the cover message after the process of insertion of hidden information by exploiting human perceptual capabilities and (e) Security, the embedded message is difficult to be removed after being discovered a third party.

The importance of above criteria depends upon the application and environment of the steganography system [5].

A quite recent example of study in steganography that works at the firmware level is as explained by [6]. They introduced a method of concealing data in a hard disk drive by manipulating the drive’s defect control systems firmware. The defect control system is part of the firmware functions, which transparent to the users and works ‘beneath’ the control of operating systems. Any defects on the drive will be recorded within the P-list and G-list of the firmware. Listed sectors will be bypassed by the drive’s electronics and data will on that particular sectors will be inaccessible.

Cryptography
Cryptography is the method of scrambling data into something that is not understandable. Normally steganography and cryptography are used together as both of them complementing each other. Often, before a message is to be hidden using steganography technique as discussed above, it will be first encrypted so that even if the hidden information is successfully revealed; it would still be very difficult for the unintended party to understand the actual meaning of the message.

The original message to be sent is called plaintext, which will undergo the process of encryption and transforming it into a new form of message which is called cipher text. The intended recipient then needs to decrypt the cipher text using a key provided by the sender in order to recover the original message.

There are two ways of processing the plaintext: stream cipher and block cipher. In stream cipher mode, the plaintext is coded ‘on-the-fly’ with a continuous code seeded by a generator [7]. Whilst in the block cipher mode, the data is processed in a predefined blocks size. The plaintext is divided into groups of predefined block size before they are to be encrypted.

There are two types of encryption schemes, asymmetric and symmetric encryptions. Asymmetric encryption uses a pair of key to encrypt and decrypt while
symmetric encryption uses only single (shared) key for both operations.

There are two types of keys in asymmetric encryption. First is public key cryptography, which the key is known by the public and second is private key cryptography which, the key is own only by the user. Let say Alice would like to send private message to Bob, Alice and Bob needs to negotiate the encryption method to be used in the first place. After the agreement, Bob sends to Alice a public key for Alice to use in encrypting her message. After the message arrived, Bob uses his private key to decrypt and retrieve Alice’s original message.

There are few major asymmetric encryption algorithms such as RSA (Rivest, Shamir and Adleman), ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) and El Gamal. The RSA algorithm was introduced since 1977 and it is the most widely used asymmetric algorithm today. It provides good level of security but it is slow in encrypting speed [8]. Next, Victor Miller of IBM, and Neal Koblitz of the University of Washington introduced ECC in 1985. ECC has the advantage of smaller footprints where it requires smaller processing power due to smaller key size while providing same level of security compared to RSA [9].

Taher ElGamal first described the ElGamal encryption in 1984. A studied suggested that the ElGamal algorithm is more secured compared to RSA algorithm but at the same time it is much slower in processing [10].

The strongest symmetric encryption algorithm to date is the well-known AES standard based on Rijndael algorithm [11]. AES stands for Advanced Encryption Standard which is defined under Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS) 192 [12]. AES supersedes DES (Data Encryption Standard) after DES has been successfully broken by attackers [13].

AES operates on an array of bytes of 4x4 (128 bits) which is called a state. It supports key length of 128, 192 and 256 bits. The encryption and decryption is done via four transformations for a specific number of rounds (10, 12 or 14) based on the key length stated above [14].

There are many variants of AES encryption introduced by cryptography scholars to date. Each of the variant basically optimizes AES to meet for specific purpose such as HD multimedia encryption, reducing processing load for low performance devices, wireless transmission and others. Variant of AES is known as MAES (Modified Advance Encryption Standard).

**Obfuscation**

Obfuscation is a technique to complicate the control flow of an instruction stream and data structures which contains sensitive information so that to mitigate from code reverse engineering [15].

A study in [16] defines that the transformation of original program \( P \) into an obfuscated program \( \hat{P} \) (as a transformation of \( \mathcal{T} \)) shall have the same observable behavior of both. \( P \) and \( \hat{P} \) shall be the same in terms of their functionalities to the user. It is aside of the performance losses due to the obfuscation transformation.

Virus writers often employ obfuscation-like techniques to prevent it from being detected along with tamper-proof alike technique to prevent it from being removed easily [16].

There has been a study of an implementation of obfuscation at assembly level by inserting junk bytes [17]. Junk bytes are used to fool disassembler at selected instruction stream and it serve for two main purposes, it must be partial instructions; and it shall not interfere with existing instructions such that the partial instructions must be unreachable during runtime. A hybrid combination of obfuscation between static and dynamic analysis has been discussed in [18]. Static analysis obfuscation is implemented by adding branching functions with statically obfuscation algorithms to control the flow of software, resulting large number of small chunks of code blocks. The control flow of the instructions and the information on how to connect between small chunks of codes to form a sequence of valid program are unknown. On the dynamic obfuscation sides, the control flow graph of the software is diversified so that it contains much more control flow paths in order to make debugging difficult. The small chunks of codes is diversified in terms of the flow (i.e. semantically identical but syntactically different) and adding input dependent branches so that different chunks of codes get executed with different inputs.

Some of the fundamental solutions in the techniques of securing software have been discussed. In the next section, we will be discussing the major techniques to be used in securing software such as software watermark, fingerprinting and software birthmark.

**SOFTWARE WATERMARK**

Software watermarking can be defined as the process of embedding additional information into software, without interrupting the functionality of the software itself.

The earliest patents were filed in 1994, based on the concepts of software watermarking. The watermarking proposed by [19] are methods for, identifying unauthorized copies and; to provide a method for identifying the source of unauthorized copies. In another patent in the same year [20], an assignee claiming a method and apparatus for serializing and validating copies of software, and thus, possibilities of disabling the functionalities of the software whenever an unauthorized copy is found.

Two years later, a patent had been filed by Microsoft Corporation in 1996 [21], utilizing software watermarking concepts. The method is by rearranging blocks of codes so that arrangement of code blocks become as its unique identification on each software distribution. Ever since the popularity of digital watermarking started to increase, the terms “watermarking” became more ambiguous due to the many kinds of watermarking-alike technology appearing. A taxonomy in software...
watermarking has been specified in a study [22], in order to clarify the sub-terms emerged in the watermarking technology.

Some studies stated that, a strong watermark shall be able to withstand these four types of attacks [1, 23] (a) Subtractive Attack, attempt of removing watermark completely so that there will be no sign of watermark; (b) Distortion Attack, attempt of damaging or distorting the watermark so it will be unrecognizable; (c) Additive Attack, action of overwriting the original watermark with a new one by adversary and (f) Collusive Attack, locating the watermark by differentiating between different fingerprints of watermark.

An attack is considered to be successful if the watermark is failed to be extracted from the attacked software, and also if the de-watermarked performance of attacked program is considered useful by the attacker [23]. There are two major types of software watermarking modes of operations; known as dynamic and static watermarking. Static watermarks are embedded into the code and/or data of a program while the dynamic watermark is applied during the program’s execution state [16, 24, 25].

There is another method of watermarking called graph watermarking. This type of watermarking is available in both static and dynamic type of watermarking. The first graph based static software watermarking was first introduced in [26]. The idea is to convert both software and watermark codes into digraphs and adding new edges between them by adding additional function calls between the software and watermark codes. The complement of the dynamic sides was firstly introduced in [27], which is a type of dynamic graph based software watermarking, called CT algorithm. It is implemented by embedding the watermark in the topology of dynamic heap data structures, generated by the code algorithm, while a secret key of series sequence is fed into the system, the watermark (graph structure) will be appeared and can be identified by the recognizer.

Spread-spectrum method of watermarking was proposed in [28], by analyzing functions representing consecutive of assembly instructions as a type of statistical object. The frequency counts of set of consecutive instructions become the marking object. Another spread-spectrum based is introduced [29], utilizing multimedia concept of watermarking in software, where vector r is extracted from the properties of the running programs. The call graph is altered using algorithm to embed the watermark.

There are other tremendous researches in Java based watermarking [25], such as a method proposed using dummy Java class file and a dummy call instruction to be inserted into a Java program. The dummy conditional instruction is written such that the return value for the condition will never make the method within the class to be executed. The dummy Java class contains the watermark information. This method has been proposed to be used with obfuscation techniques in order to prevent the attacker from locating the dummy methods [30].

Besides that, there are two types of watermarking robustness, each with their own unique application. First is robust watermarking; which is the ability of the watermark to hold themselves and can be successfully extracted even after the file suffered from maliciously attacked, and secondly the fragile watermarking of which the mark will be destroyed upon any tampering circumstances. The robust watermarking is used in as copy protection and proof of ownership while the fragile watermarking is mainly used in tampering detection and as a proof of integrity.

Zero-watermark is another concept of watermarking [31–33]. The technique is quite different from other watermarking schemes since there is no additional watermark message to be embedded into the original message, but rather utilizes the combination of birthmark and watermark approach by calculating registration message along with the birthmark data. The technique can be seen in Feature n-gram Set (FnGS) concept, which method has been proposed in [34].

The terms Zero-watermark above shall not be confused with Zero-knowledge watermarking [35–37]. In zero-knowledge watermarking, the existence of watermark can be soundly proven without revealing the details of the watermark itself. This prevents sensitive data to be disclosed to unnecessary party.

Microsoft has released specifications structure of executable file. This reference shall be used to embed watermarks on portable executable. Figure-2 shows the typical layout of an executable [38].

![Figure-2](image_url) Portable executable file layout.

Recently, there have been active studies conducted on watermarking of portable executable (PE) file, a watermark in binary form of executable. A watermark is inserted by analyzing suitable space for inserting watermark using standard profiling of PE file.
structure. This implementation requires high level of understanding of the format of PE specifications and Relative-virtual Address (RVA) formatting. RVA is a position unit within the PE and is used as a start-address of a PE file loaded into memory [39].

There are several studies on watermarking on various locations of PE layout as; in unused area number 1 [40]. Unused area number 2 [4, 41]. Combination of Unused Area number 1 and Unused Area number 2 [42]. Import Pages [43] and Bitmap Resources area [44]. In another study, watermarking data within triplex space for EXE file has been presented. By making use of three possible spaces which are Unused Area 1, Unused Area 2 and Image Pages areas. This method could hold around 28% of overall size of cover file before watermarking [45].

In a study in [39], two new techniques of embedding hidden information into the PE have been introduced: (a) Utilizing slack space, where slack spaces are unused spaces within each section. The size of data to be inserted is limited, depending on the size of slack spaces; (b) At the .text section, inserting data into this area does make the overall size of PE changed. Blindly inserting will make the PE not executable. Modifications are required on both section table and IMAGE_OPTIONAL_HEADER to make the PE usable again. The advantage being there is no limit on the hidden information to be inserted and the execution results are not affected.

A modification at the code level approach has been introduced [46]. The basic idea is by inserting redundant functions within the executable file and they are distributed randomly within the executable file, thus making it difficult to be traced. This method theoretically has unlimited watermark data size capacity.

Currently, most of the watermarking scheme proposals are to protect the ownership of the piece of media/software, but there is an urgent need of watermarking as integrity verification of software in practical applications [47].

A good example of software watermarking that has been used outside its ordinary usage as introduced in [48]. The author proposed a new virus detection mechanism via software watermarking. This is a type of watermarking which is implemented within the PE binary format. The concept is by embedding a fragile watermark along with the identity of the PE carriers. This method has been tested and proven to have high detection rates for known and unknown viruses compared to conventional virus signature-based detection methods.

We can see a lot of potential in software watermarking technique, where it has been used in various situations as discussed. In the next section we will be discussing on another near-similar concept of watermarking which is called fingerprinting.

FINGERPRINTING

Fingerprinting is basically the same as watermarking, except that fingerprinting embeds unique identifier information on each distribution copies of software. This may not only detect an occurrence of software violation copies, but also able to trace the violator. A fingerprint may include vendor, product or customer information [16].

A quick substring matching algorithm has been proposed in [49]. This method is the earliest version of fingerprinting based on k-grams concept. Winnowing is introduced later in [50], an algorithm for document fingerprinting, based on the k-grams method as well. Fingerprinting Java based program using Java class file obfuscation is presented in [51], based on watermarking scheme introduced in [30], with addition of some modifications to make it as a fingerprinting approach.

A Patent has been filed by [52] on fingerprinting. The implementation is by inserting NOP (No Operation) codes into an executable in a pattern as identification of the fingerprint. NOP code is a type of instruction, which does nothing within the program functions. In this case, it is inserted purposely with pre-determined pattern for identification purposes.

Another alternative method in securing software called software birthmark will be discussed in the next following section.

SOFTWARE BIRTHMARK

One of the less popular methods on securing a copy of software is called software birthmark. It has quite a different approach compared to software watermark. The general concept of software birthmark is the same that is found in the computer virus signature concepts; to produce a unique identification of software.

There are two important characteristics that differ between the software watermark and software birthmark [53]; (a) In software watermark, it is often necessary to embed external information or data or code within carrier software, whereas it is not required in software birthmark; (b) Birthmark could not be used to identify ownership, or source of distribution but rather to confirm that software or code whether it is in partially or in fully, is a reproduction of others.

In software birthmark, the inherent characteristic from the software itself is to be extracted, whilst for software watermark, the pre-embedded information is to be extracted. Software watermark provides further some evidence on the ownership information, but the application of software birthmark is strictly and serves better in proving evidence of software/code theft.

A software birthmark is a method of producing unique characteristic on each of the software or code. There will be no same markings on each of the software. If same marks ever found on two or more different copies of software, it proves that a copy violation has occurred. If only part of the codes is stolen, and integrated into new software, which is then distributed. It makes even more difficult to detect or prove there is a code theft [54]. A strong birthmark shall be able to withstand from attacks via code transformation has been applied in order to hide the theft [53].
Same as in software watermarking, birthmark generally can be divided into two categories; static analysis and dynamic analysis. Static birthmark is derived from the syntactical instruction code structure of the software while the dynamic birthmark is implemented during the runtime [49].

It can be further divided into few more subcategories [55] as (a) Static source code based birthmark [54]; (b) Static executable code based birthmark [56]; (c) Dynamic WPP based birthmark [53]; (d) Dynamic API based birthmark [57, 58] and (e) Dynamic behavior based birthmark [59].

Based on static analysis birthmark, [60] proposed four new static based analysis of Java class file code theft detections; Constant Values in Field Variables (CVFV), Sequence of Method Calls (SMC), Inheritance Structure (IS) and Used Classes (UC). These four methods were further evaluated by [54] on the performance with practical applications and tolerance against program transformation.

A strong static executable code based birthmark has been proposed in [56]. The method is implemented by tabulating the sequence of instruction and applying k-gram concepts for analyzing its opcode. The method of k-gram is previously used for document fingerprinting and it is strong in plagiarism detection.

A dynamic birthmark based called Whole Program Paths (WPP) is introduced in [53]. WPP is originally used to represent the dynamic control flow of a program. This method is weak against some many of the semantic-preserving transformation such as loop unwinding and in-lining functions. Within these limitations, WPP is not suitable in environments where various compilers are available such as Windows [55, 58].

In another study, Tamada proposed new approaches based on dynamic API (Application Program Interface) birthmarking called EXESEQ (Sequence of API Function Calls Birthmark) and EXEWFREQ (Frequency of API Function Calls Birthmark) [54, 58]. Since the API call is being analyzed, this method is suitable within windows environment. This is based on the facts that it is difficult to modify API calls within a binary code without interrupting its operational behavior of executions. Therefore, API call is used as a signature of a program.

Based on System Dependent Graph Based (SDCG), a new technique is proposed [59] called System Call Short Sequence Birthmark. Short sequence of system calls has been used previously to detect abnormality of behavior of a program. In SDCG, program’s behavior is represented by using graph. Via these two techniques, a new method has been developed to detect behavior similarities between programs.

As discussed above, software birthmark has its own potential with different kind of approaches and serves better in proving copy violations. The main objective of studies in this area is mainly to find the best approach to determine a unique identifier on each software within its very original form.

### DISCUSSIONS

There are three major techniques that have been discussed; software watermarking, fingerprinting and birthmarking. Table-1 briefly compares each of the technique.

#### Table-1. Comparison summary between different techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Changes to original content</th>
<th>Concept</th>
<th>Usage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Software Watermark</td>
<td>Yes, Except zero watermark</td>
<td>Embeds additional information. Could be either visible or invisible</td>
<td>Copyright protection. Proof of ownership. Tampering detection. Integrity checker.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprinting</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Embeds unique identification to each distribution copies</td>
<td>Tracing violator. Identifying source of distributor.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software Birthmark</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Generate unique identifier to each software / code.</td>
<td>Proof of ownership. To determine whether a software or code either in fully or partially, is a reproduction of others</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these techniques in combination with a number of fundamental security related solutions such as cryptography, steganography and obfuscation, could possibly achieve a good protection scheme which can be used to protect against software stealing, piracy, tampering and also malware as well as virus detection and curing.

### CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we reviewed some of the techniques that applicable to securing software from manipulation from the definitive to the recent years of study. It is suggested that there are different kind of methods to securing software depending on the suitability of the application and environment.

Our aim from this review is to propose an effective method and framework in the future for detecting and securing software by utilizing some of the methods discussed above. The application would be on the protection of software based instruments that relates with trade and consumer. This would directly benefit the both business and consumers community in by means of trustworthy transaction.
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